SMU Alumni in the News
Highlights from August 4-10, 2015

SMU alumna Kira Plastinina, DFW boutiques for back-to-school clothes 

SMU alumnus Warren Seay Jr., nicely profiled as one of the magazine’s 40 Under 40 

SMU alumnus Christopher Domig performs this month in The Wasteland, in New York 

SMU alums Jason Mooney, Brittany Harrington, Dylan Smith, and student Mandy Milliot, perform later this month at Union Coffee Shop 

SMU alumna Prya Nair, a weekly synopsis of significant state tax developments for her weekly blog post on Bloomberg BNA 
http://www.bna.com/weekly-roundup-bloomberg-b17179934455/

SMU alumna Whitney Wolfe, founder of Bumble dating app 

SMU alumnus Lisa Johnson Mitchell, short story in deep southern voice 
http://deepsouthmag.com/2015/07/josies-documented-evidence/

SMU alumna Teresa Nguyen visits her parents village in Vietnam 

SMU alums Katherine Bourne and Alia Tavakolian create their own theatre opportunities in Dallas 